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ABSTRACT Antibiotic discovery and preclinical testing are needed to combat the Pseudomonas
aeruginosa health threat. Most frequently, antibiotic efficacy is tested in models of acute respiratory
infection, with chronic pneumonia remaining largely unexplored. This approach generates serious
concerns about the evaluation of treatment for chronically infected patients, and highlights the need for
animal models that mimic the course of human disease.

In this study, the efficacy of the marketed antibacterial drugs tobramycin (TOB) and colistin (COL) was
tested in murine models of acute and chronic P. aeruginosa pulmonary infection. Different administration
routes (intranasal, aerosol or subcutaneous) and treatment schedules (soon or 7 days post-infection) were
tested.

In the acute infection model, aerosol and subcutaneous administration of TOB reduced the bacterial
burden and inflammatory response, while intranasal treatment showed modest efficacy. COL reduced the
bacterial burden less effectively but dampened inflammation. Mice treated soon after chronic infection for
7 days with daily aerosol or subcutaneous administration of TOB showed higher and more rapid body
weight recovery and reduced bacterial burden and inflammation than vehicle-treated mice. COL-treated
mice showed no improvement in body weight or change in inflammation. Modest bacterial burden
reduction was recorded only with aerosol COL administration. When treatment for chronic infection was
commenced 7 days after infection, both TOB and COL failed to reduce P. aeruginosa burden and
inflammation, or aid in recovery of body weight.

Our findings suggest that the animal model and treatment regimen should be carefully chosen based on
the type of infection to assess antibiotic efficacy.
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